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A generalized theory of incompletely specified machines is described in which 
specification of various alternative outputs is possible for any given input. Also, 
certain inputs may be prohibited. Algorithms for state reduction are given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In what is now the classical theory of incompletely specified machines the desired 
specification is given in terms of a flow graph or state diagram for which transitions 
need not be specified for each state under each input and some outputs may also be 
left unspecified. An example of such an incompletely specified machine is given in 
Fig. 1. 
/ \X"  
FIGURE 1 
In this example the transition from state 3 under input 1 is left unspecified, and 
the output on the transition from state 3 to state 2 under input 0 is left unspecified. 
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Such an incomplete specification is interpreted to mean that the designer may use 
these incomplete specifications to his advantage in obtaining a design that satisfies 
the specifications and also has a specified output and a transition to a next state for 
each state and input pair. 
Considerable ffort has been put into the problem of finding a minimum state 
realization of incompletely specified machines [1-I 1]. Some of this work concerned 
itself primarily with algorithms for finding compatible sets of states, whereas other 
work was aimed at decreasing the amount of searching required after the compatible 
sets were known [1, 3-7, 11]. We see that in this classical theory the state transition 
or output was either given precisely or else made completely arbitrary. No specification 
between these two extremes, such as a transition to any one of a subset of the states 
or a subset of possible outputs, was allowed. 
In this paper we consider partial specifications which may fall between the two 
extremes of the classical theory. Several alternative choices of transition and output 
may be given for any internal state and input. By permitting this greater freedom in 
specification, there is the possibility that a more efficient design may be obtained. 
Such an example is shown later. 
One way of describing such an incomplete specification is by means of a transducer 
T z (A • B, Q, M). Here, A and B stand for the finite input and output alphabets 
respectively and Q for the set of internal states. The transition function M is described 
by giving a set of mappings M(,,b):Q ~ ~(Q), one for each input-output pair 
(a, b) ~ A • B. The image M~,b)(q) of any state q ~ Q is a subset of Q which is possibly 
empty. We interpret he transducer as an incomplete specification in the following 
way. I f  q' is a state in the set M(a;b)(q), then when in state q with input a, we take q' 
as a possible next state along with output b. 
Before a design can be obtained it is necessary to obtain a complete specification of 
the machine. This is achieved by a transducer in which there is never more than one 
next state q' and output b for any given state q and input a. 
In the example of Fig. 2 there is shown the state graph of a transducer using input 
and output alphabets which are both {0, 1}. 
FIGURE 2 
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Each arrow or transition in the graph corresponds to a relationship of the form 
q' ~ M(a.b)(q) of the transducer. For example, the arrow labeled 0/1 from state 1 to 
state 3 indicates that 3 e M(0a)(1 ). It may be noted that various alternative transitions 
exist. In state 4 if input 0 is applied one may have either the transition to 3 with output 
1 or the transition to 4 with output 0. Alternatives such as this represent "don't care" 
conditions with respect o the design and either choice is permissible. 
On the other hand, in state 2 there is no transition under input 0. As contrasted 
with the classical theory, this indicates that the input 0 is prohibited and must never 
occur when the machine is in state 2. No similar prohibition can be depicted in the 
classical theory where the absence of an input is used to imply a "don't care" condition 
with respect o the design. 
It may be noted that state 4 may be merged with either state I or state 3. In fact, it 
may be split into two states, one of which is merged with each of the states 1 and 3. 
Reduction of this type will be discussed in a rigorous way in the later sections. 
State 2 may not be merged with any other state. For example, states 1 and 2 cannot 
be merged because the input 0 is not prohibited in state 1 and is prohibited in state 2. 
The input string 00 may be applied to the transducer when in state 1, taking the 
transducer first to state 3 with output 1 and then to state 3 with a second output of 0. 
If, however, the transition from state 1 to state 2, labeled 0/0 were taken under the first 
0 input the second 0 input would not be allowed. For this reason this 0/0 transition 
will never occur in any realization of the transducer. This will be seen more clearly 
as the development proceeds. 
In the example shown in Fig. 3 each state has a transition specified for each input. 
From state 1 the input-output label 0/0 gives a transition to state 2 and the input- 
output label 0/1 gives a transition from state 1 to state 3. This is a specification which 
falls between the two extremes of the classical theory. 
I/I 
0/(3 
\',v, U /  0/1"~~ I/[ 
FIGURE 3 
What is meant by this specification is that, when in state 1 an input 0 is allowed, 
with output 0 one can go to state 2 and with output 1 one can go to state 3. This 
specification can be restricted to an example in the classical theory by eliminating 
either one of these two transitions from state 1. On so doing the possible input-output 
sequences are properly included in those allowed in the original specification. Either 
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such restriction results in a machine that has three states and is a minimum state 
machine. Other ways of trying to fit this example into the classical theory, by letting 
the output be completely unspecified under input 0 from state 1 and by allowing the 
transition to any state under input 0 from state 1, are unreasonable since this introduces 
input-output sequences that are not allowed in the original specification of Fig. 3. 
The completely specified two-state machine shown in Fig. 4 is a minimum-state 
machine satisfying the specification of Fig. 3 in our generalized theory. We have thus 
demonstrated that this generalization can lead to reductions not possible before. 
I/I 
0 1 0 ~ 0 / I  
FIGURE 4 
As we shall show, many of the concepts used in the classical theory, such as com- 
patible sets of states, state merging, and state splitting, can be carried over to the 
present generalization. However, new algorithms are required to form compatible 
sets since those used in the classical theory no longer apply. In addition, the develop- 
ment provides a more complete understanding of those properties required of an 
incomplete specification for it to be realized by a machine. 
II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
A transition system S = (A, Q, M) is a generalized form of transducer in which 
the set A X B of input-output pairs is replaced by an arbitrary finite alphabet A. 
The transition function M is now described by giving a mapping Ma : Q ~ ~(Q) 
for each a ~ A. While the alphabet A is often interpreted as an input alphabet and 
Ma(q) as the set of possible successors to the state q ~ Q under input a e A, there is no 
output associated with such a transition. 
If T = (A x B, Q, M) is a transducer, then its projection on A will be T = (A, Q, M) 
and is a transition system with alphabet A. We define the function M by the rule that 
for all q ~ Q and a 6 A, Ma(q) = U0~B M(,.b)(q). I f  we think of the transducer T as 
being represented by a graph labeled with letters from Q on its nodes and with pairs 
from A x B on its branches, then T is the same graph in which the letters from the 
output alphabet B have been erased from each branch label. For example, Fig. 5 
shows the T graph for the transducer shown in Fig. 2. 
We note that the two branches from 4 to 1 have been coalesced into a single branch 
because they both have the same label and correspond to the same transition in T. 
We review a few of the properties of transition systems [12]. Let S = (A, Q, M) 
be a transition system. Then we may extend the domain of M as follows. If  .4" is the 
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FIGURE 5 
set of all strings on A including the string e of length zero, then for any x ~ A* we 
define Mx : Q --~ ~(Q)  by an inductive definition: 
(1) Let Me(q) ~ {q}, 
(2) for x E A* and a E A, let Mxa(q) = Ma(Mx(q)). 
As is conventional, Ma(Mx(q)  represents the union of all M~(q') where q' ranges over 
Mx(q). In general, if x is a string a 1 ,..., an, then this definition implies that 
M~(q) = M%(... (M~(q)) ...). 
The set Fq(S) ~ I'q consisting of all strings x ~ A* such that M~(q) vL ;~ will be 
called the set recognized by S at q. We note that T'q is always prefix inclusive in the sense 
that if x ~ Fq and x' is a prefix (or initial segment) of the string x, then x' ~/ 'q .  
Some properties of prefix inclusive sets are worth mentioning. I f  T' is any prefix 
inclusive set and x ~ F, then write x\F to represent the set of all strings y such that the 
concatenation xy is in F. We note that x\ / '  is also prefix inclusive. Also, if y ~ x\I', 
then xy\F = y\(x\F). 
I f  S ~- (A, Q, M)  is a transition system and x ~ Fq, then x\/'q is the union of all 
sets T'q, where q' ranges over M,(q). This union will be written (JT'u~(q) . I f  the transition 
system S is determinate in the sense that each set Ma(q) is either a singleton or empty, 
the expression simplifies. When x ~/~q, then Mx(q) cannot be empty so if q' is the 
unique state in Mx(q) we have x\Fq ~ Fq,. 
Let ~ be a family of prefix inclusive sets T' on some alphabet A. Then define D(oY() 
as the family of all sets of the form x\]" such that T' ~ J(" and x E/ ' .  Clearly, D(~)  D ~U. 
For every family • ,  there is a unique transition system S(d)  = (A, Q, M) such that 
Q is in one-to-one correspondence with D(JU) by the rule that q E Q corresponds to 
/'q ~ D(JT'). This transition system is determinate and for x e Fq the unique state 
q' ~ Mx(q) corresponds to x\Fq -- Fq, ~ D(3gr). 
A family 3U of prefix inclusive sets is regular iff D(Of') is finite. When D(J(C) is 
finite, we see that S(JT') has a finite set of states. Conversely, the family ~f" is regular if 
it is finite and each set F E • is recognized at some state q by some transition system 
with a finite set Q of states. We see that F is regular iff the singleton set {/'} is regular, 
since this is equivalent o the usual definition of regularity. 
In the case of a transducer T = (A • B, Q, M) the set Fq(T) = 17~q recognized by 
T at q is a subset of (A • B)*. The members of this set are strings of pairs 
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(al ,  bl) "'" (an, bn) in A • B. However, we shall also regard them as pairs of strings 
(al "'" an, bl "'" bn) of equal length. Thus, we write (x, y) ~ (A X B)*, when x E A* 
and y ~ B* and length (x) = length (y). 
All the properties and definitions given for prefix inclusive subsets of A*, where A 
is a single alphabet hold for prefix inclusive sets of pairs in (A • B)*. We define 
a transduction as a prefix inclusive subset of (A X B)*, where A and B are any two 
given finite alphabets. We see that a set 1" is a transduction iff it is recognized by a 
transducer. A regular transduction is thus a transduction which is recognized by some 
transducer with a finite set of states. 
I f  JY" is a set of transductions 1", then we write T( J ( )  to represent the canonical 
transducer which recognizes each F~Y(" and whose states are in one-to-one 
correspondence with D()U). 
I I I .  THE REALIZATION OF TRANSDUCTIONS 
Let 1"C (A • B)* be a transduction. Then 1" is called determinate iff for each 
string x ~ A* there is at most one string y ~ B* such that (x, y )6  1". We write r or 
P1(1") to represent the projection of 1" on A*. That is, r is the set of all x E A* such that 
for some y 6 B* we have (x, y) ~ 1". We say that 1" subsumes I1', and write 1" ~- 1"' iff 
1" D_ 1"' and r = r ' .  Finally, we say that 1"' realizes 1" iff 1" ~ 1"' and 1"' is determinate. 
In this case 1"' is called a realization of 1", and 1" is said to be realizable. 
I f  we think of 1" as specifying the allowable input-output behavior of a machine, 
then it is clear that any actual machine that satisfies this specification produces a unique 
output string for any input string that is allowable. Thus the transduction associated 
with the actual machine is determinate. 
To see that not all transductions are realizable, consider the transduction 1" consisting 
of the pairs (00, 00) and (01, 11) and all prefixes of these, i.e., (e, e), (0, 0), and (0, 1). 
Any realization 1"' would have to contain both (00, 00) and (01, 11) since both O0 and 
O1 are possible input strings and the indicated output strings are the only possibilities. 
However, this is impossible since 1"' must be determinate and hence cannot contain 
both (0, O) and (0, 1). Thus, a transduction which is not realizable describes a set of 
input-output pairs such that no actual machine can be constructed which will yield 
one of the specified output strings for each one of the input strings. 
A special type of realizable transduction is of importance in the theory. A uniformly 
extendable transduction 1" is one such that whenever (x, y) ~ 1" and xa ~ r for some 
a ~ A, then there is a letter b ~ B such that (xa, yb) c 1". 
THEOREM 1. I f  a transduction 1" is uniformly extendable it is realizable and for every 
pair (x, y) ~ 1", there is a determinate transduction 1"' containing (x, y) which realizes 1". 
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Proof. I f  the transduction F is empty, then it is determinate and hence realizable. 
If  F contains a pair (x, y) it is nonempty and we construct a realization F '  containing 
(x, y) by the following inductive process. First, place (e, e) in F' .  Since F is prefix 
inclusive and nonempty it must also contain (e, e). I f  (x, y) ---- (e, e), then the require- 
ment that / "  contain (x, y) is fulfilled. I f  (x, y) @ (e, e), let us write (x, y) = (ai "'" an, 
b l ' "bn)  , where n /> 1. Second, let us suppose that during the inductive process 
a pair (x' ,y')  was placed in F '  and suppose that x'a ~ ~. Since/ ' is  uniformly extendable, 
there is a letter b 6 B such that (x'a, y'b) is in F. We choose one such letter b ~ B for 
the given a ~ A and place the pair (x'a, y'b) in F' .  The choice of b is made arbitrarily 
except in the case when x'a is a prefix of x. Then x'a may be written x'a = a i "" ai 
for some i ~ 1,..., n and we specifically choose b = b i . It is clear that this choice is 
then possible since (a 1 "" ai ,  b 1 "" hi) ~ F and hence may be placed in F ' .  
The pairs in / "  are obtained by repeating the second step of the inductive process. 
Pairs of given length are placed in F '  before any pairs of greater length. Since the input 
alphabet A is finite, each pair of F '  is obtained after a finite number of steps. In fact 
a pair (x, y) of length n will be placed in F '  after no more than n[ A [ steps. 
The construction of F '  is such as to ensure that it is prefix inclusive. Since F is 
prefix inclusive r must be prefix inclusive and therefore every string x'a ~ ~ will be 
used in the inductive definition of F'.  Hence F ~ F' .  Furthermore, using induction, 
we show that F '  is determinate. Suppose (x', y') ~ F', and that F '  contains no pair of 
the form (x', Yl') with Yi' :# Y'. Then there will be only one pair (x'a, y'b) introduced 
into F '  with first member x'a since just a single choice is made for b. Hence, the 
inductive assumption is extended and F '  is determinate. Therefore,/1' realizes _P. 
Finally, to complete the proof we must show that (x, y) is in F' .  However, the process 
causes (a 1 ""as, b l ' "b i )  to be placed in F '  for each i = 1,..., n. Hence (a 1 "" an, 
b i "'" b~) = (x, y) is in F' .  
We now list several propositions which demonstrate he importance of the concept of 
uniform extendability. 
PROPOSITION 1. A determinate ransduction is uniformly extendable. 
Proof. Let F be determinate and let (x, y) and (xa, y') be two members of F. Since 
F is prefix inclusive, there is a prefix (x, Yi') of (xa, y') which is also in F. But F is 
determinate so Yi' z y. Hence, y' - -yb for some letter b E B. Thus, whenever 
(x, y) ~ F and xa E F then there is a letter b ~ B such that (xa, yb) ~ F. Hence / '  is 
uniformly extendable. 
PROPOSITION 2. A transduction F is realizable iff it subsumes a uniformly extendable 
transduction F'. 
Proof. Suppose F ~ F '  and / "  is uniformly extendable. Then, by Theorem 1, 
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there is some determinate transduction F" which realizes F'. Since the subsume 
relation is clearly transitive, F" also realizes F. 
Now suppose F is realizable. Then it subsumes ome determinate ransduction F'
which, by Proposition 1, is uniformly extendable. 
If F is a realizable tranduction, then we define Core(F) as the union of all uniformly 
extendable transductions subsumed by F. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  F' realizes F, then F' C_ Core(F). 
Proof. By assumption F is realizable so Core(F) is defined. 
F'  is determinate so by Proposition 1 F' is uniformly extendable. Therefore 
F' C Core(F). 
PROPOSITION 4. l f  F is a realizable transduction then Core(F) is uniformly extendable 
and F )> Core(F). 
Proof. We first show that Core(F) is uniformly extendable. Let (x,y) be in 
Core(F) and xa be in Pl(Core(F)). From the definition of Core(F), there must be some 
uniformly extendable transduction F' such that (x,y)~ F' and F~ F'. Since 
xa ~ Pl(Core(F)) it follows that xa E r = r'.  Also, since F' is uniformly extendable, 
there is a letter b ~ B such that (xa, yb) E F' C_ Core(F). Hence Core(F) is uniformly 
extendable. 
Second we show that F )> Core(F). Since F is realizable there is at least one realiza- 
tion F" for F. By Proposition 3 F" C_ Core(F). Thus Pl(Core(F)) D_ r". Also F ~> F" 
so r = I'" and we get PI(Core(F))D_ r. Also since F D__ Core(F) we have 
r D__ P~(Core(F)). Hence r ~ Px(Core(F)) and we have F ~ Core(F) completing the 
proof. 
It is evident from the theorem and propositions which have just been proved that 
when finding a realization for a transduction we need only consider its core. Any 
input-output pairs which are not present in the core cannot occur in a realization so, 
while it is not wrong to include them in our specification, there is no need to do so. 
For example, let F be the transduction consisting of the pairs (00, 00) and (0, 1) 
and all prefixes of these, i.e., (0, 0) and (e, e). Then F is realizable but not uniformly 
extendable. We see that Core(F) is the transduction {(00, 00), (0, 0), (e, e)}. This is 
also the realization of F. The pair (0, 1) is not in Core(F) and hence not in any realiza- 
tion of F. Hence, it is not necessary to include (0, 1) in our specification. 
Section V is concerned with the problem of obtaining the core of a transduction and 
carrying out the corresponding operation on a transducer. Since, in many cases, the 
transductions we encounter are uniformly extendable to begin with, we shall assume 
uniform extendability in Section IV. Later, we indicate how the uniformly extendable 
core may be obtained and how to determine whether an arbitrary transduction is
realizable and if so, whether it is uniformly extendable. 
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A transition system S ----- (A, Q, M) will be called productive iff for each q 6 Q and 
a 9 A the set Ma(q) is nonempty. Also, a transduction F _C (A • B)* will be called 
productive iff for each x 9 A* there is a y 9 B* such that (x, y) 9 F. We note that F is 
productive iff r = A*. 
It is trivial to show that if T -- (A x B, Q, M) is a determinate ransducer, then each 
transduetion/'q is productive iff T is productive. 
PROPOSITION 5. / f  F C (A X B)* is a transduction such that for each (x ,y) 9  F, 
the transduction (x, y)\F is productive, then 1" is uniformly extendable. 
Proof. Assume (x, y) ~ F. Since r = A*, there is no need to make the assumption 
that xa 9 r .  But (x, y)\F is productive, so for each a c A, there is a letter b 9 B such 
that (a, b) 9 (x, y)\F. Hence, (xa, yb) 9 F so F is uniformly extendable. 
In many cases of practical interest he transductions in a family 3ff have the property 
that all transductions in D(~)  are productive. This corresponds to the case in which 
there are no prohibitions concerning the inputs which may be applied. In the classical 
theory we always have this situation. Thus, the transductions in 3ff describe the various 
alternatives or "don't care" conditions, but in any state it is assumed that any input is 
permissible. When this situation obtains, Proposition 5shows that all our transductions 
are uniformly extendable, so the results developed in Section IV apply. 
It is a simple matter to transform a classical incompletely specified machine into a 
transducer representing the family of transductions that describe the desired design 
specification. To the state diagram of the incompletely specified machine one adds a 
sink state which has transitions to itself for each element of (A X B). Transitions are 
also added from any other state q to the sink state for all pairs (a x B) whenever no 
transition out of state q under input a was specified in the state diagram. Finally, if 
a transition from q to q' is specified in the state diagram for an input a c A but no 
associated output is specified then the transducer has transitions from q to q' for all 
pairs (a, b) where b ~ B. The transducer so obtained is closely related to the machine 
called the T completion of the original machine [7]. 
As an example, the incompletely specified machine shown in Fig. 1 is transformed 
into the transducer shown in Fig. 6. 
o/I ~ 
o,,/H0,o 
I/i ~ ~ , / " ~  1/I 
FIGURE 6 
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IV. A MINIMUM TRANSDUCER WHICH FULFILLS A FAMILY ~ OF TRANSDUCTIONS 
The transducer T = (A • B, Q, M) is completely specified iff for each q ~ Q and 
a E A, there is at most one b ~ B and one q' 6 Q such that q' 6 M(a.b)(q). 
It must be pointed out that this definition appears to differ from that of the classical 
theory in which the words "exactly one" replace the words "at most one" [7]. However, 
this discrepancy results from the fact that any transducer T corresponding to an 
incompletely specified machine of the classical theory has a projection T which is 
productive. See the example in Fig. 6. Thus, corresponding completely specified 
transducers will also have this property and the two definitions then coincide. In this 
formulation if for some q 6 Q and a ~ A there is no b 6 B and no q'~ Q such that 
q' ~ M(a.b)(q) this means that input a is prohibited in state q. This, in itself, is a type of 
specification which we allow, and is one of the situations not representable in the 
classical formulation. 
Returning to the general case, we observe that when T is completely specified it is 
determinate and also T is determinate. We also have the following. 
PROPOSITION 6. I f  T is completely specified then all the transductions F~, for q ~ Q, 
are determinate. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then for some q ~ Q there are two pairs of the form 
(x, y) and (x, y') ~/'~, where y :~ y'. Since (x, y) and (x, y') have the same length we 
can find their longest common prefix (x I , Yl). Then for letters a ~ A, b and b' ~ B we 
have (xla, ylb) a prefix of (x, y) and (xla, yx b') a prefix of (x, y') and b :/: b'. Since 
F~ is prefix inclusive, both these prefixes are in Fq. Also, T is determinate, sothere is 
a unique q' ~ M(xl.ul)(q) and Fq. = (xl, yl)\Fq. We see that both (a, b) and (a, b') are 
in (x 1 , yl)\Fo ----/'q, so both M(a.b)(q') and M(a.b')(q') are nonempty. This violates the 
condition that T be completely specified and the proof is complete. 
It is also easily shown that if 9U is any family of determinate ransductions, then the 
canonical tranducer T(OU) is completely specified. 
A completely specified transducer T ~ (A • B, Q, M) is called a fulfillment of 
a family ~ of transductions if[ each member of oU is realized by some transduction 
recognized by T. We say that T fulfills oU. 
If we think of the family ~ as representing incomplete input-output specifications 
for various states of a machine, then a fulfillment T of o,Y" is the state diagram of a 
machine which has states which conform to these specifications. As an example, 
Fig. 7 shows a fulfillment for the transducer shown in Fig. 2. This fulfillment is a 
minimum state machine which conforms to the specifications given in Fig. 2. 
Our principal goal is to find fulfillments having as few states as possible and our 
later results and algorithms are directed toward that end. Also, in what follows, we 
shall assume that or is described by means of a transducer which recognizes every 
member of JY" at some state. When this transducer is finite our algorithms will terminate. 
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Let T = (_4 • B, Q, M) be a transducer and let C be a subset of Q. Then C will be 
called compatible on Tiff there is a transduction F which realizes every transduction/'q 
for q  9  C. 
It is clear from this definition that if C is compatible then every subset of C is 
compatible. However, if a set is pairwise compatible it may yet not be compatible. 
In Fig. 8 the graph of a three-state transducer is shown in which every two-state set is 
compatible. However, the set of all states is not compatible. The states 1 and 2 are 
seen to be compatible because for an input sequence 00 -'- consisting of all 0's we may 
use the output sequence 10 "-" consisting of alternate l 's and O's. Thus, we take _P as 
consisting of all pairs of the above form (00 '" ,  10 "") which occur in F 1 or F 2 . By 
symmetry any other pair of states is compatible. However, the set {1, 2, 3} cannot be 
compatible because for input 0, there is no single output letter which may occur with 
all three states. 
o/o 
O/2~.~0A 
A~ 
B~ 
FIGURE 8 
If  C is any subset of the set of states of a transducer, then write N Pc for the 
intersection of all transductions _Pq as q ranges over C. I f  C is compatible then there 
is a determinate transduction _P which realizes each Fq for q 9 C. _Pq D_ N F c D_ F so 
rq D_ PI(~ Pc) D 1". Since rq = r we have rq = PI(O Pc). Therefore Fq ~ 0 Fc 
for each q 9 C. 
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PROPOSITION 7. I f  T = (A • B, Q, M) is a determinate transducer and C is 
a compatible subset of Q and (x, y) E Core(~ Pc), then M(,.u)(C ) is compatible. 
Proof. By Proposition 4, Core(('] -Pc) is uniformly extendable, and by Theorem 1, 
there is a realization 1" of Core(0 Fc) containing (x, y). Therefore F realizes N Fc and 
for each q e C since Fq ~> 0 Pc we see that 1" realizes Fq. In a series of three lemmas 
that follow we prove that this implies that (x, y)\F realizes (x, y)\Fq. Since T is 
determinate, there is a unique q' e M(,.~)(q). Therefore I'q, = (x, y)\F~ , so (x, y)\1" 
realizes 1"r for each q' in M(~.~)(C). Hence M(~.u)(C ) is compatible. 
We now give three lemmas which justify our proof. 
LEMMA 1. A transduction 1" is uniformly extendable iff for all (x, y) ~ 1" we have 
x\r = Pl((x,  y ) \F ) .  
Proof. Assume first that F is uniformly extendable. It is clear that x \ r  D P~((x, y)\F) 
even without making this assumption. Let us assume inductively that whenever a 
string x' ~ x\ r  is a length ~<n, then x' ~ Pl((x, y)\F). This assumption is obviously true 
for n = O. Now let x'a be in x\r  and be of length n + 1, with a ~A.  Since x\ r  is 
prefix inclusive, we see that x '~  x\I' so x'EPl((x,y)lF). Hence, there is a string 
y '  E B* such that (x', y') E (x, y)\F. Thus (xx', yy') E 1". Also, since x'a ~ x\r, we have 
xx'a ~ r.  But 1" is uniformly extendable, so there is a letter b e B such that 
(xx'a, yy'b)E 1". Hence x'a E Pl((X, y)\F) and the inductive assumption is justified 
proving x\ r  = Pl((x, y)\F). 
Assume second that x \ r  = Pt((x, y)\F) for all (x, y )~ F. Suppose that xa E r. 
Then a e x \ r  = Pl((x,y)\F) so for some b ~ B, we have (a, b)c (x,y)\F. Thus 
(xa, yb) c 1" and since (x, y) was arbitrary we see that 1" is uniformly extendable. This 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2. I f  F is any transduction which subsumes a uniformly extendable transduction 
F' and (x, y) E F', then (x, y)\F' is uniformly extendable and is subsumed by (x, y)\F. 
Proof. To show that (x, y)\P' is uniformly extendable assume (x', y ' )~  (x, y)\F' 
and x'a ~ Pl((x, y)\F'). Then (xx', yy') e I" and for some y" ~ B* we have 
(x'a, y") ~ (x, y)\F'. Thus (xx'a, yy") ~ 1"' so xx'a E r'. Since 1"' is uniformly extendable, 
there is some letter b ~ B such that (xx'a, yy'b)e 1"' and (x'a, y'b)~ (x, y)\F'. Thus, 
(x, y)\F' is uniformly extendable. 
To show that (x,y)\r  > (x,y)ir', we note first that (x,y)\FD_ (x,y)\_r' since 
F D_ F' .  Thus, Pl((X, y)\r)~_ Pl((x, y)\r'). Also, by Lemma 1, x\r '  = Pl((x, y) \ r ' ) .  
We have x\ r  D_ Pl((x,y)\F) and since r = r '  we obtain x \ r  = x\r ' .  Thus, 
P~((x, y)\_r') ~_ Pl((X, y)\r) and we obtain P1((x, y)\F') = Pl((x, y)\r). Hence, 
(x, y)\F > (x, y)\F' and the proof is complete. 
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LEMMA 3. I f  a transduction F is realized by a determinate transduction l"  and if 
(x, y) ~ F', then (x, y)\F' is a determinate ransduction which realizes (x, y)\F. 
Proof. We wish to prove that (x, y)\F' is determinate. Assume the contrary. Then 
for some x '~ A* and y', y"~ B* we have both (x',y') and (x',y") in (x,y)\F', but 
y' ~ y". Hence (xx', yy') and (xx', yy") are both in F'. But yy'  4: yy" contradicting the 
assumption that F '  is determinate. 
To show that (x, y)\F' realizes (x, y)\F, we note that by Proposition 1, (x, y)\F' is 
uniformly extendable. Hence, by Lemma 2, (x, y)\P ~ (x, y)\F'. Thus, the proof is 
complete. 
Let 3U be a family of transductions on some pair of alphabets A, B, and let 
T = (A x B, Q, M) be a transducer which recognizes each member of 0g" at some 
state in Q. Then, a family o ~ of compatible sets C on T covers ~T" iff for each/" ~ 3((" 
there is some C ff o~ and some q ~ C such that F,  =/ ' .  
A family #-  of compatible sets C on T is closed iff for each C~o~- and 
a ~ P~(O 1"c) (3 A there is some b ~ B and some C' ~ o~ such that (a, b) ~ Core(~ 1"c) 
and C' D_ M(~.~)(C). 
If  a family o. ~ covers ~ and is closed we shall say that o~ is complete for d/d. 
LEMMA 4. Let JY" be a family of transductions and let T = (A • B, Q, M) be a 
determinate transducer which recognizes each member of ~ at some state in Q. Let 
T I = (A x B, QI, MO be a fulfillment of ~ and let R C_ QJ consist of all ql ~ QI such 
that the set Fqt --- I~ql(T t) recognized by Ts at ql realizes some member of D(gff). Let 
~(ql) consist of all q ~ Q such that Fq ~ D(JY') is realized by l~ql. Then the range of 
~: R -~- ~(Q) is a family of compatible sets which is complete for JY". 
Proof. We noted in Section I I  that each member of D(~)  is recognized by T, so 
each set ~r(q s) is nonempty for qJ ~ R. Furthermore, each set is compatible directly from 
the definition of compatible sets. For each / '  c .)U D D(,X(') there is a qt ~ R and a 
q E a(ql) such that F = r ' .  Hence, the range of a covers ~'f. 
All that remains to be shown is that the range of a is closed. Let ql be in R and 
a E PI((-] F~(qn) c3 A. Then since Fqr realizes each F~ for q a ~r(q~) we have a ~ r~s, 
so there is some b ~ B such that (a, b) ~ -Pqt. Let ql I be the unique state in M(c,,o)(qS), so 
F%t (a, b)\Fq~. For each q e a(ql) we have Fq > Fqs, so (a, b) e F~ and if ql is the 
unique state in M~o,.b)(q), then Fq~ = (a, b)\Fq. Since C o is in D(~V), Fq~ is also in D(:U) 
and by Lemma 3, F~j realizes Fq~ so qa ~ a(qj) and ql I ~ R. Since q ~ u(q 0 was 
arbitrary we obtain a(qx j) D M(~.b)(a(qS)). Since Fq > Fq~ for each q E a(q0 we have 
0/'o(q~) ~/ '~  9 Note that ~/'~(q~) is a realizable transduction, where _P~ realizes 
/'o(~) . Thus, by Proposition 3, -Po~ C_ Core((" I Fo(~O ). Hence, (a, b) ~ Core((']/'~(q~)) 
so the range of a is closed. It is therefore complete for ~ .  
LEMMA 5. If ~ is a family of compatible sets on a determinate transducer 
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T = (A • B, Q, M) which is complete for a family #C of transductions, then there is a 
fulfillment T ~ =- (/1 • B, Qr Mr of ~ whose set QS of states is in one-to-one corre- 
spondence with ~.  
Proof. We shall assume that the transducer T is such that every transduction/'q 
for q e Q is uniformly extendable. While this assumption may not always be justified, 
it will be shown in Section V that this lemma holds in any case. i
Given ~- we construct the completely specified transducer TI = (A • B, QI, Mr) 
as follows. Form the set QI in one-to-one correspondence with the family ~- and let 
p: Qr __+ o~ represent this correspondence. Since ~- is closed, for each qr ~Qr and 
a 6 PI(N Fo(qo) t'h A; there is a letter b e B and a state ql i E QI such that (a, b) ~ n to,o,, 
and p(ql I) D_ M(~.b)(p(ql)). We pick any such b e B and ql I e Qi and let M[a.o)(ql ) = {q1I}. 
For all other b' E B, let M[~.b.)(ql ) =-r Also if aCPa(OFo(~))c5 A, then let 
M[o,v)(r = r for all b' e B. 
From its definition, we see that T s is completely specified. Hence by Proposition 6, 
each transduction F~t recognized by T I at ql ~ QI is determinate. It remains to show 
that (]/'o(q0 > F'~r 
First, we show that (']/'o(~0 3_/'qt. Make the inductive assumption that if any 
pair (x, y) ~/'Q1 is of length ~n,  then it is also in (~/~olqs) and if ql I is the unique 
element in M(~a,)(ql), then p(ql s) ~_ M(~.u)(p(qr)). 
Suppose (xa, yb) is in /'al and is of length n + 1, where (a, b) E A • B. Then 
(x, y) e / '~, ,  so (x, y) E N ro(o,~ 9 Now (a, b) e (x, y)\N~, = Foe where as before, q~ 
is the unique state in M(,.,)(q~). If q t is the unique state in M[~.o)(q~t), hen from the 
definition of Tr we have (a, b) e 0 P,%~) and p(q r) D_ M(~.o)(o(q~r Since p(q~) D_ 
M(,.~)(p(qr we have M(a.~)(o(q~)) D_ M(a.~)(M(,.v)(p(qS))) ---- M(~,uo)(p(qr)), so 
o(q~) D_ M(~a,~)(p(q~)). Also, since p(qxi) D_ M(~,u)(p(r we have n FM(z.u)(o(et)) ~- 
n Po(o,,) 9 But ,  
N/'M,,.#o(d)) = N ((x, y)\I'qO 
(/ieo(q r) 
since T is determinate. Now, the identity 
N ((x,y)\I'ql) = (x ,y) /N r,(~,> 
qleo(qr 
is a distributive law which is valid for algebra of sets of strings. Therefore, 
(x, Y)\0/'~(~r) D 0/ 'o%0,  and (a, b) e (x, Y)\0 Fo(~,) 9 Hence (xa, yb) ~ 0 l"o(~r) and 
the inductive step is complete. Since the result is trivial when (x, y) ---- (e, e) it holds for 
any (x, y) ~ F~t. 
Second we show that Pl(n/'o{qo) _c i,~1. We make the inductive assumption that if 
x E Px(r]/'o(qs)) is of length ~n then x ~ r~f. Suppose xa E PI(("} Fo(qt)) is of length 
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n + 1, with a E A. By our inductive assumption, x ~ I'q~, so (x,y)~/ 'qf  for some 
y e B*. By our previous argument, if qt I is the unique state in M(~.u)(q I) we have 
p(ql I) D_ M(~.u)(p(ql)). For each state q ~ o(ql), the transduction Fq is assumed to be 
uniformly extendable so by Lemma 1, x\I'q = Pl((X, y)\Fq). Since xa ~ PI((] f'o(qt)) 
we have xa ~ rq, so a c x\rq = Px((x, y)iF~), and if qt is the unique state in M(~.u)(q), 
then a ~ l 'q .  However, ql 6 P(qt l) and p(qj) is compatible, so a 6/91(('1/'o%f)). Hence, 
there is a letter b ~ B such that (a, b) ~ I'qj = (x, y)\I'r Thus (xa, yb) E Fcf and the 
inductive step is complete. Since the result is trivial when x = e, we see that it holds 
for all x ~ Pa((] Fo(qO). Thus, (] Fo(qr ) )> Fq~, and this completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
THEOREM 2. Let T = (A • B, Q, M) be a determinate ransducer which recognizes 
a family ~ff of transductions and let T s = (A X B, QI, M 1) be a finite fulfillment of/ , f  
with a minimum set QS of states over all fulfillments of X .  Then QI is in one-to-one 
correspondence with a minimum family of compatible sets on T which is complete for X .  
Proof. By Lemma 4, the range of e: R ~ .~(Q) is a family of compatible sets which 
is complete for ~U. Let o ~- be this family. Since R is a subset of QI and the mapping 
is from R to o~, we see that the cardinality of o~- is not greater than that of QI. By 
Lemma 5, the family o~- determines a fulfillment of )U with states in one-to-one corre- 
spondence with sets in o~-. Since QI was minimum over all such fulfillments we see 
that cr is one-to-one and I Q 1 ] = [.~- I. o~" must be minimum also, and the proof is 
complete. 
Theorem 2 shows that a fulfillment of oU with a minimum set of states may be 
obtained from a minimum family of compatible sets on T which is complete for o,U. 
Also, by Lemma 4, since the mapping ~ is one-to-one if T I is minimum we see that all 
minimum fulfillments may be obtained in this way. 
In actual cases, the number of complete families, while finite, may be very great. 
One reason for this is that every subset of a compatible set is itself compatible. In the 
following algorithm we find a subfamily U of the family of all compatible sets such that 
a minimum complete family is a subfamily of 5.  The members of U are analogous to 
the prime compatible sets in the classical case [3]. 
THEOREM 3. Let ~ be a .family of transductions and let T = (AX B, Q, M) be 
a determinate ransducer which recognizes each member of ~ at some state in Q. Then 
Algorithm 1 forms a family U of compatible subsets of Q such that any minimum state 
fulfillment of .~ has states in one-to-one correspondence with a subfamily of U which is 
complete for X .  
We first describe Algorithm 1 and the family 5.  After this the theorem will be 
proved. 
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Description of Algorithm 1 
This algorithm is effective only if the state set Q is finite. However, it will be 
developed for the general case. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that each transduction/'q recognized by T is 
uniformly extendable. In Section V Algorithm 2 is discussed and it is shown that one 
can ascertain whether this condition is satisfied. If it is not, then an equivalent trans- 
ducer satisfying this condition is obtained. Furthermore, Algorithm 2 is used to 
partition Q into what will be called T equivalence classes, where q and q' are taken as 
being T equivalent iff rq = rq,.  
We note that in the common case in which T is productive we know that each _P~ is 
uniformly extendable and all states in Q are T equivalent since rq = A*. Hence 
Algorithm 2 may be omitted. 
Any compatible set C must lie entirely within a single T class. To see this, we 
observe that if q and q' are two states in C, then there is some determinate ransduction 
/" which realizes both Fq and Fq,. Hence r~ = r = r~,, so q and q' are T equivalent. 
Algorithm 1 
Computation of compatible sets which are members of cg 
Step 1. Let [q] represent the T class containing q. For each such class write the 
elements of the finite set rq c~ A in an arbitrarily chosen order {a t ..... a,} which is 
fixed for the remainder of the algorithm. In general, the cardinality r of the set 
rq c~ A depends upon the class [q]. 
Step 2. For each T class [q] and each sequence (b t ,..., b,) of r not necessarily 
distinct elements of B, compute a set C t = Ct([q]; (a t , bt),..., (a,,  br) ) by listing all 
M q' E [q] such that (~.b)(q) v a ~,  for eachj = 1,..., r. Define -~r (at, 61)-.- (at, b,)) 
to be the singleton family {Ct} if C t is nonempty and to be the empty family otherwise. 
The following step is performed iteratively for increasing n, starting with n = 1. 
Step 3. Assume inductively that for a given n >/ 1, the family 
~v n = .L~v.([q]; (at, bl),..., (a~, br)) 
has been computed for each T class [q] and each sequence (b 1 ,..., br). Define c~ n as the 
union of all these s 9 Further, define any set to be n compatible if it is a subset of a 
member of cgn. 
Step 4. Compute ~90,,+1 = ~q'('n+t([q]; (at, bl),..., (at, b~)) by the following process. 
For each sequence C~ ~ C,, 1 ..... C~ ~ of r + 1 sets in cgn subject o the restriction that 
C~ 0 ~ .~~ (at, bl),..., (a~, br) ) compute Cn+ t by the rule that q' is to be placed in 
C~+ t iff q' E C,~ ~ and M%.b)(q') C C~ for j =- 1,..., r. Take 5e~+ t as the family con- 
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sisting of all such Cn+ 1 which are nonempty. The work involved in finding ~n+l may 
be shortened by considering only sequences Cn ~ Cnl,..., Cn ~ in c~ n such that 
M%.%)(q') C C~J holds for some q 'e  C,~ ~ Otherwise Cn+ 1 will certainly be empty 
and therefore need not be considered. 
Steps 1 and 2 start the algorithm by giving rules for computing each 4 .  Then, by 
iterating Steps 3 and 4 one computes cg, and each s 1 for any n ) 1. The process is 
terminated when, for some m, .L~a~,,+l = ~o for each T class [q] and each sequence 
(bl ,..., br), since further iterations, if carried out, would cause no changes in the 
families 5e~ and ~,  when n increases beyond m. Henceforth we shall abbreviate 5e,~ 
and c~ as ~'~ and c~, respectively. 
When Q is finite, the algorithm clearly terminates because the elements of ~og~ 1 are 
necessarily subsets of the elements of ~ , .  However, when Q is infinite, the algorithm 
may also terminate in some cases, and even when it does not terminate we may still 
formally define the family of sets which are n compatible for every integer n. This 
family will be shown to be the same as the family of compatible sets in the proof of 
Theorem 3. In the case of finite Q it is just the family of all sets S such that S is a 
subset of a set in c~. 
To illustrate the algorithm we treat the example of the six-state transducer T given 
in Fig. 9. 
~ / '  o/i 
01~I I0  
0/0 
FIGURE 9 
TABLE I 
q\(a,b) 0/0 0/1 1/0 1/1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
{2} ;~ o {3} 
{3} {1} ;~ 
{2} {4} {6} {1} 
{3} ~ {3} 
(6} {1} ;~ 
{2} ~ ~ {3} 
M(.,b)(q) 
57i/6/5-5 
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The corresponding function M is given in Table I, where M(a,b)(q) is listed for each 
q e {1,..., 6} and (a, b) E A • B, where A = B = {0, 1}. The family aug" will be taken 
as consisting of all transductions P~ for q e Q. 
The results of applying Algorithm 2 to the transducer show that states {1, 2, 3, 4, 6} 
constitute one T set and {5} another. Furthermore, each transduction/'~ is uniformly 
extendable. Hence, we are ready to apply Algorithm 1. 
Since {5} is a singleton T class, no other compatible set may contain state 5. We thus 
apply the algorithm only to [1] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6}. Letting al = 0 and a 2 = 1 we show 
the results of successive steps in Table II. 
TABLE II 
0 0 {3} {3} {3} 
0 1 {1, 3, 6} {1, 6}, {1, 3, 6} {1, 6}, (3}, {1, 3, 6} 
1 0 {2, 3} {2), {2, 3} {2), {3), {2, 3) 
1 1 {3, 4} {4}, {3, 4} {3}, {4}, {3, 4} 
By inspection of Table I we obtain the ~ column of Table II. For example, the 
row (0, 1) contains C 1 = {1, 3, 6} because both columns 0/0 and 1/1 have nonempty 
entries in Table I for states 1, 3, and 6. 
The ~ column of Table II may also be obtained from Table I and the ~1 column 
of Table II. The set {2}, for example, appears in the (1, 0) row because M(oa)(2 ) = {3} 
and {3} appears in the first row of the ~1 column. Since M(0a)(3 ) = {4} does not 
appear in the ~ column, we do not yet obtain {3} in the (1, 0) row. However, in the 
third step {3} appears in the (1,0) row because {4} is in the (1, 1) row of the ~ column. 
A similar analysis may be made in the other cases. 
The algorithm terminates after the third step since no changes will occur if the 
algorithm is carried out a fourth time. We thus obtain 
cg =53 ----({1, 3, 6),{2, 3),{3,4},{1, 6),{2),{3),{4},{5}}. 
Two different minimum fulfillments are shown in Fig. 10. 
We shall now prove our assertions concerning Algorithm 1. Let us assume that 
T I = (A X B, QS, M 1) is a fulfillment of ~U. As in Lemma 4, let R C QI consist of all 
ql e QI such that the set/'qt = l"~t(T j) recognized by T 1 at ql realizes ome member of 
D(oY('). Then, by Lemma 4 there is a mapping cr from R onto a complete family ~- of 
compatible subsets of Q. For each state ql e R, the compatible set or(q1) is included in 
a T class we shall denote by [q], where q is any representative. If  we write {a I ..... a,} = 
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I /  
FmURE 10 
rq n A, there is a unique sequence (b 1 .... , br), such that for eachj  G {1,..., r}, the letter 
b s e B is chosen so that M(~rb)(q f) =/= 25. Let q /be  the unique state in M[%bj)(qO. 
Then we have seen that e(q/) D_ M%,b)(e(qO) because, by Lemma 3, if q' G a(qO and 
qs' G M%,b)(q'), then Fq/ = (as, bs)\Fol realizes Fq/ = (as, bs)\F r . Thus, for each 
q' G a(q0 and eachj G {1 .... , r} we see that M%,b)(q') v a ~. Hence a(q 0 is included in 
el([q]; (ax , bl) ..... (ar , br) ). 
Assume inductively that for given n >~ 1 and each ql G R, the set a(q i) is included in 
a certain set C~(q j) ~ .Lf,,([q]; (al ,  bl),... , (a~, b~)) where [q] and (a: ,  b:),..., (a~, b~) are 
! I defined as above. For each j G {1 .... , r} there is a unique q/E  Mtar ) and, by our 
inductive assumption, the set a(q/) is included in the set Cn(qO ~ Ca j G cg n . We see 
that Algorithm 1 determines the set C~+ 1which includes a(q0 and which we define as 
Cn+l(qO G ~Cf +:([q]; (al ,  bl),..., (a~, b~)). This justifies our inductive assumption. We 
conclude, therefore, that for each qS G R, the set a(q 0 is included in a certain set 
C~(qO G ~f([q]; (al ,  b:),..., (a~, br)) and we denote this set by C(q O. Furthermore, if
M s J qs I G (%.b)(q ), then C(q/) D M(ap)(C(qO). 
We now prove that if q)' ~ R and q'G C(q 0 and (x,y) is any pair in /~ql, then 
M(x.u)(q' ) ~- ~ and C(q:O D_ M(~,u)(C(qO) , where q:f denotes the unique state in 
M[,.u)(ql). Assume inductively that it is true whenever the length of (x, y) is ~<n for 
some given n ) 0. Now, take (:ca, yb) to be of length n + 1, with (a, b) G .d X B. 
Assume (xa, yb)G Fql. Then, M{~.~b)(qJ ) =/= 25 so there must be two states q j  and 
q l in R such that q~Y G M[,.u)(q ~) and qeY ~ M{~.~)(qJ). By our inductive assumption, 
C(qaO D_ M(~.u)(C(qY)) and M(~.u)(q') -7/= 25. Let q~' be the unique state in M(~.~)(q'). 
Then, q~' G C(q~]). Since (a, b)~ (x, y)\Fq~ -- I~qll , we have M(a.~)(q:' ) :/= 25 and 
C(q21) D_ M(a.b)(C(qiO ). Hence, M(~.v~)(q' ) ~a 25 and C(quO D_ M(~a.v~)(C(qO). This 
completes the inductive step and we see that since our assertion is trivial when 
(x, y) = (e, e) it holds for all n and hence for all (x, y). 
We next prove that if q' G C(q 0 then/ '~  realizes Fq,. Suppose first that (x, y) G/'q~. 
Then, we saw that M(~.v)(q') :/: 25, so (x, y)G Fq,. Hence we see that T'q, D _Pq~. 
Second we assume inductively that whenever x e to. is of length ~<n, then x e rq . 
Now, let xa be in rq, and of length n -t- l, with a ~ A. The string x is of length n and 
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is in r,, so it is in ro,. Hence, there is somey ~ B* such that (x, y) E I'q, and therefore 
for some ql I ~ M(,.v~(q0 we have C(qlO D_ Mt~,,)(C(qO). Now C(qlO is included in the 
same T class which includes 19I,(q'). Since a e x\rq. we see that a ~ rq,, for every 
q" ~ C(qxO. But C(qlO is singly compatible, so for some b e B, we have (a, b) ~ _Pqll. 
Since qx I ~ M(z.yl(ql), we obtain (xa, yb)~ l'qi and the inductive step is complete. 
The result holds trivially when x = e so we obtain rq~ D_ rq, .  But, it is clear that 
r~, D_ rq~ since F~, D_ _P~ so we have r~,= rQ~. Therefore Fq, ~- _P~; and since by 
Proposition 6 ;'q~ is determinate, we see that it realizes/'~,. 
Since F~l realizes Fq. for every q' ~ C(q I) we see that C(q 0 is compatible. Also, from 
the definition of a: R -~ ~(Q)  in Lemma 4, we see that for each qS ~ R we have 
C(ql) C_ o(q O. We have already obtained a(q0 _C C(q 0 so therefore C(q 0 = a(qf). Thus, 
we see that ~ maps R to 5 and by Lemma 4, the range of ~ is complete for J,~. 
If  T I is a minimum fulfillment of :,Y', then by Lemma 5, the mapping ~ is one-to-one 
and we have proved all our assertions concerning Algorithm 1. 
It is clear from our example that 5 may not contain all compatible sets. It does, 
however, contain all maximum compatible sets as we shall show in the following 
argument. I f  C is any maximum compatible set then it lies entirely within a single T 
equivalence class [q] and is singly compatible. Let us assume inductively that for given 
n, each compatible set is n compatible. Since C is compatible, (] F c is realizable so if 
a ~ I'q n A, there is some b ~ B such that (a, b) ~ Core((] Fc). Hence, by Proposition 7 
M(,.b)(C ) is compatible, and by our inductive assumption is n compatible. Thus, C is 
(n-1- 1) compatible, and this completes our inductive step. Thus every compatible 
set C is n compatible for all n. Therefore C is included in some member of 5 and this 
shows that all maximum compatible sets must be in 5.  
It is interesting to note that, as in the classical case, the family 5 '  of all maximum 
compatible sets is complete for any family oU of realizable transductions recognized by 
T. This is so because, by virtue of its construction, the family C is closed. It also covers 
Og" because for each C ~ oU, there is a state q ~ Q such that Fq = C. Hence the singleton 
set {q} is compatible and therefore included in a member of 5.  Thus 5 is complete 
for J('. Since 5 '  is subfamily of 5 and consists of all maximum members of 5 we see 
that ~ '  is also complete for ~g'. 
Our arguments how that all fulfillments of SU may be obtained by considering just 
subfamilies ~- of 5 which are complete for o,~ and inclusion relations of the form 
C' ~ M(~.b)(C) within such families. Although it has not been shown, it seems 
reasonable to suspect hat no smaller family than ~ has this broad property. However, 
since we are only interested in minimum fulfillments of X it may be possible to limit 
our consideration to a smaller family than 5. 
In order to find a minimum fulfillment of oU one must carry out the laborious 
process of searching for a minimum subfamily of 5 which is complete for Jg'. 
Thus, any results which limit the extent of this search might greatly reduce the 
time required. 
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V. THE CORE OF A TRANSDUCER 
In the previous section, we assumed that the transducer T which recognized our 
family JY( of transductions had the property that every transduction F~ recognized 
by T was uniformly extendable. This requires that each member of 3U be uniformly 
extendable, and yet there may be cases in which we wish to relax this restriction. In 
what follows, we shall assume merely that each member of J (  is realizable and make 
no assumption whatever about T except hat it recognize ach member of oF. However, 
first we shall require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. I f  F is a transduction and (x, y) ~ Core(F), then (x, y)\F is realizable 
and Core((x, y)\F) = (x, y)\Core(F). 
Proof. Since F is realizable, by Proposition 4 Core(F) is uniformly extendable and 
F ~ Core(F). Since (x, y) E Core(F), by Theorem 1, there is a determinate ransduction 
F'  which contains (x, y) and realizes Core(F). Hence F'  realizes F. By Lemma 2, 
(x,y)\Core(F) is uniformly extendable and (x,y)\F ~> (x,y)\Core(F). Hence by 
the definition of the Core we have Core((x, y)\F) D_ (x, y)\Core(F). 
We wish to prove equality, so we let (x', y') be any pair in Core((x, y)\F) and prove 
that (x', y') is in (x, y)\Core(F). By Theorem 1, there is a determinate ransduction F" 
containing (x', y') and realizing Core((x, y)\F), and hence (x, y)\F. Let (x, y)F" be the 
transduction formed by concatenating (x, y) by each pair in F". Let F l' be the trans- 
duction formed by removing from F'  every pair with the prefix (x, y). Then we show 
that F"  defined as F i' k) (x, y)F" is a determinate ransduction which realizes F by the 
following argument. Let (x i , Yi) be in F. If x is not a prefix of x i , then there is some 
pair (xi, Yi') in F', where y l' is unique. We see that (x, y) cannot be a prefix of (Xx, Y,') 
so (x i , Yi') is in F l' and hence in F". If x is a prefix of x 1 , then there is some pair 
(xi, Yi') in F '  and its prefix of the form (x, y") is in F'. Since F'  is determinate and 
(x, y) E F', we have y" = y, so (x, y) is a prefix of (x,,  Yi')- Thus, (xi, Yi') is not in F 1' 
since in forming F l' all transductions having (x, y) as a prefix were removed from F'. 
Since (x, y) is a prefix of (xi, Yi') we may write (x,,  Ya') in the form (xx2, yy~'). 
Thus, (x2, Y2') is in (x, y)lF, so there is a unique y~ e B* such that (x2, y~) is in P". 
Hence, (xx~, yy~) = (x i , yy~') ~ (x, y)F" C_ N". Furthermore, yy'~ is unique since y~ 
is unique. We see that F ~ F"  and F"  is determinate. Since (x'y') ~ F" we have 
(xx', yy') ~ F". By Propositions 1and 3 we see that Core(F) D F"  so (xx', yy') E Core(F). 
Hence (x', y') 6 (x, y)\Core(F) and since (x', y') was arbitrary we have Core((x, y)\F) 
(x, y)\Core(F), completing the proof. 
THEOREM 4. I f  T = (A • B, Q, M) is a determinate transducer, then there is a 
related determinate ransducer Core(T) =- ( A • B, Q*, M ~) with the foUowing properties. 
Its set Q* of states is a subset of Q consisting of those states q for which Fq is realizable. 
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Its transition function M c is such that for q e Qc if  (a, b) e Core(Fq) then M~a.b)(q) = 
M(a.b)(q), otherwise Mc~,b)(q) = ~.  The transducer Core(T) recognizes Core (Fq) at 
any state q e Qc. 
Proof. To show that Core(T) as defined in Theorem 4 is a transducer we must 
prove that for each q 9 Qc and (a, b) e Core(Fq) we have M(a,b)(q) C_ Qc. By Proposition 4, 
Core(Fq) is uniformly extendable and/'q ~ Core(F~). By Lemma 2, (a, b)\Core(F~) is 
uniformly extendable and subsumed by (a, b)\Fq . If q' E M(o.b)(q), then I'~, = (a, b)\Pq , 
since T is determinate. Also, (a, b)\Core(Fq) is realizable, by Lemma 3. Since 
F~, ~>-(a, b)\Core(Fq) we see that Fq, is also realizable and hence q' E Q ~. Thus, 
Qe D M~a.b)(q) and Core(T) is a transducer. We note that Core(T) is determinate 
because T is determinate. 
Let Fq c represent the transduction recognized by Core(T) at q. We wish to show 
that/'q~ = Core(Fq). Assume inductively that for all q 9 Qc the transductions/,qc and 
Core(F~) agree for all pairs (x, y) of length ~<n and that M(~,~)(q) D M~,u)(q). Take 
(xa, yb) to be of length n + 1, with (a, b) 9 ,4 • B. 
Assume first that (xa, yb) is in Fq c. Then, (x, y) 9 Fq c and there is a unique state 
q' 9 M~%.u)(q). By our inductive assumption M(x,u)(q) ~ Mc~.u)(q) so q' 9 M(~.~)(q). 
Since (xa, yb) ~ Fq ~, M~.ub)(q) =/: ~ and because q' is unique M~.b)(q' ) ---- M(~,ub)(q). 
Thus, (a, b) 9 F~, and (a, b) 9 Core(Fo, ). But T is determinate, so Fo, = (x, y)\I'q 
and by Lemma 6, Core (_PC)= (x,y)\Core(F~). Hence, (a, b)e (x, y)\Core(Fq) so 
9 I c t 9 (xa, yb ) ~ Core(Fq). Also, since M(~,b)(q ) = M~.b)(q ) we obtain M ~,~,,b)(q) D_M[,~,vb)(q). 
Assume second that (xa, yb) ~ Core(/'# Then (x, y) ~ Core(Fq) so (x, y) ~ Fq ~ and, 
as before, we define q' to be the unique state in M~x.u)(q) and again Core(/'~,) 
c t t t (x, y)kCore(r.). Thus (a, b) e Core(flq,) so M,a.,)( q ) = M(a,b)( q ). But, M(a,,)( q ) ==/= e ,  
because (xa, yb) e I", 7 and q' is the unique state in M(x.~)(q). Thus, Mr ') @ ~ so 
(a, b) 9 F~, = (x, y)kF~ ~, and (xa, yb) 9 Fq c. This completes the inductive step. Since 
our inductive assumption is trivially true when (x, y) = (e, e), we see that it holds for 
all n. Hence Fq c = Core(Fo) and the proof is complete9 
Given a determinate transducer T ---- (.4 • B, Q, M) with a finite set Q of states, the 
following algorithm forms Core(T). 
Algorithm 2 
Step 1. Form T = (A, Q,I~I) from T----(,4 • B, Q, M) by using the rule 
given in Section II for obtaining l~I from M. This is contained in the definition of the 
projection of T on the alphabet .4. It is easily seen that the set recognized by T at q is 
just r~. 
Step 2. For each state q 9 Q, compute aset which we shall call rq ~ consisting of 
all a e A such that l~r :/: ~.  
Step 3. Inductively compute the family S~ of all subsets of Q which are of the 
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form M~(q) for some q E Q and x ~ A*. This may be done by constructing the sequence 
S#0,5:1 .... ,5:~, where 5: o consists of all singleton subsets of Q and for i = 0, 1,..., r - -  1, 
5~+1 is the union of 5~/with all sets of the form l~Ia(S), where a ~ A and S E 5~i. 
Clearly, this process terminates when 5:~ = ,9 ~ 
Step 4. For all pairs S, S'  ~ 5: develop all relations of the form 0 rs l  D_ 0 r ] ,  
by direct calculation of the finite sets involved. 
Step 5. Let rq ~ be defined as the subset of rq consisting of all strings of length 
n. Starting with n = 1 and continuing inductively to larger n compute all relations 
of the form U r~ +1 D_ 0 r ]  +1 for S, S' ~ 9 ~ using the rule: U v~+l ~ ~j r~,+l ilc~ 
[,) r s  ~ ~- U r~, and for all a e A, U r~s)  - U r~s ' )  9 The validity of this rule follows 
from the fact that ax ~ 0 r ]  +1 iff x ~ U/Tn This induction is terminated in that Ma(S ) 9 
iteration m in which no changes occur in the inclusion relations among the sets 0 r~ +1 
as compared with the corresponding relations among the sets 0 rs  m- It is clear that 
when Q is finite, the process terminates after a finite number of steps. At the termi- 
nation of the process we shall have obtained all relations of the form 0 rs  D 0 I 's' for 
sets S and S' in 5: even though the sets 0 rs ,  l) r s, are, in general, infinite. 
Step 6. Define every set S ~ Y to be zero consistent. Compute inductively those 
sets S E 50 which are (n q- 1) consistent for n = 0, 1 .... by the rule that S is (n + 1) 
consistent iff S is n consistent and there is some q E S such that  F~ +1 D_ U _ql "m+l and for 
all a ~ r~ :3 A, Me(q) is n consistent. This process is terminated after m iterations if 
it is found that every set which is m consistent is also (m -+- 1) consistent. When Q is 
finite, the process clearly terminates. Sets which are n consistent for every n will be 
called consistent. These are seen to be just the sets which are m consistent when the 
process terminates after m iterations. 
Step 7. Form the set QH which we define as consisting of all q ~ Q such that the 
singleton set {q} is consistent. Further, calculate H M(~,b)(q) for each q~QU and 
(a, b) e A • B by the rule that q' e M~,b)(q ) iffq' ~ M(a,b)(q) n QH and rq, D (J rM~(q ) . 
We have thus constructed a transducer (A • B, QU, M u) which is determinate and 
which we shall later prove to be Core(T). 
Let us now illustrate the algorithm with an example. 
I/0 
0/0 0/0  
FXGUaE 11 
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Figure 11 shows the state diagram of a determinate transducer T with five states on 
the alphabets A = B = {0, 1}. When its projection on .4 is taken we obtain the transi- 
tion function given in Table III. 
TABLE III 
s Mo(S) MI(S) U r,1 
1 {4} {2, 3} {0, 1} 
2 {4} {1} {0, 1} 
3 {4} ~ {0} 
4 {1, 2} ~ {0} 
5 {2, 4) ;~ {0} 
{1, 2} {4} {1, 2, 3} {0, 1} 
{2, 3} {4} {1} {0, 1} 
(2, 4} (1, 2, 4} (1} (0, 1} 
{1, 2, 3} {4} {1, 2, 3) {0, I} 
{1, 2, 4) {1, 2, 4) {1, 2, 3} {0, 1} 
From the transition function l~Ia(S) we calculate U rs 1, also given in Table III. All 
sets S are easily seen to be 1 consistent. In the second step of the algorithm, we find that 
r32 is properly included in every other set [,) rs  2. This is clear since r32 ={0, 00}, Mo(S )
is not empty for any S, and each U rs  1 contains 0. However, r~ ~ = r52 = {0, 00, 01} 
r ~ r ~ is incomparable with r l  = = [J 1,~} = [.) .3} = [,) r~.~.3 } = {0, 1, 00, 10, 11}. 
We see that [.) r~2A} = U r~t.~A) properly includes every other set [.) rs  ~. Thus, we see 
that the sets {2, 4} and {1, 2, 4} are not 2 consistent, but all other listed sets are. In the 
third step of the algorithm, we find that r33 is incomparable with r43 and r48 is properly 
included in rss. However, all other relations remain as in the previous tep. Also, since 
{2, 4} is not 2 consistent, we see that (5} is not 3 consistent. Therefore, state 5 will not 
be present in Qn. Since additional steps produce no changes the algorithm may be 
terminated. When we construct M n, we see that since r 8 is properly included in r~,  
we have M~a)(1 ) = ~,  while M(m)(1 ) = {3). However, we check that in all other 
cases the two transition functions agree. The state diagram of (A • B, QH, M H) 
is given in Fig. 12. 
The set Qn = {1, 2, 3, 4) is partitioned into three T equivalence classes {1, 2}, {3}, {4} 
by the algorithm. Since r 1 = r2,  we place states 1 and 2 in the same T class. The 
T class {3} may be thought of as preceding {1, 2) in a partial ordering since ra is 
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properly included in r 1 = I" 2 . However, {4} is incomparable with the other sets. Thus, 
in general, Algorithm 2 determines the T equivalence classes as well as Core(T). 
We now prove, in general that (A • B, QH, M u) is just Core(T) = (A • B, Qc, Me). 
Let Fq n denote the transduction recognized by (A x B, QH, M H) at q 6 QH. Since 
M~.b)(q ) is a subset of M(,~.b)(q), it is obvious that for all (x, y) ~ (A • B)*, we have 
M(~,~)(q) ~_ H M(~,u)(q) and hence/~q ~_ ] 'qH. First, we prove by induction on the length 
of (x, y) that if (x, y) ~ Fq H, then x\rq = Pl((X, y)\Fq). We see that it is trivial when 
(x, y) = (e, e). Assume inductively that it holds when (x, y) has length ~<n. Now, take 
(xa, yb) E F~ H to be of length n + 1, with (a, b) E d x B. Then (x, y) E _pqH is of length 
n and there are states q' and q" ~ Qn such that q' e M~.u)(q ) and q" e M~.b)(q' ). Since T 
is determinate, M(~.u)(q) = {q'}, so Fq. = (x, y)\Fq. By our inductive assumption 
x\r~ = r , , ,  so xa\ro = a\(x\r~) = a\r~, .  But, q" E Mg.b)(q'), so r . .  ~_ U rM~(~,) = a\r~,, 
by the construction of M H. Thus xalr~ = r~,, -- P~((xa, yb)\l"q). This completes the 
inductive step. 
Second, we prove that if (x, y )~ Fq H and xa ~ rQ, then for some b e B, we have 
H (xa, yb) ~ Fq ~. Since (x ,y )e  Fq H, there is a state q ~ M(~.u~(q) and since xa e rq ,  
we have a e x\rq = Pa((x, y)\/'q) = rq,. Thus, M~(q') v~ ~,  and since q' ~ QH, we 
see that {q'} is consistent, and hence 19I,(q') is consistent. Thus, there is a state 
q" eM, (q ' )  such that rq,, _D (JrM~(q,) and for all a' era,, (~ A, the set lgla,(q") is 
consistent. We see therefore that {q"} is consistent and hence q" E QH. Thus, for some 
b e B, we have q" ~ M~.~)(q'), and therefore (a, b) ~ F~ = (x, y)\Fq H, giving 
(xa, yb) E I'q ~ and completing the proof of our second assertion. 
A direct consequence of the above result is that I'q H is uniformly extendable since 
when xa ~ rq H, it is in rq.  Another consequence is that Fq ~ Fq H. This can be seen 
by an inductive argument. Assume that when x is of length ~n and x e rq,  then 
x e ro - .  Take xa e rq to be of length n + I. We see that x ~ raw so for some y c B*, 
(x, y) e/,ql4. Hence for some b 9 B, (xa, yb) e F~ H and therefore xa e rq H. This shows 
that rq = rq ~t giving Fq > Fq H. 
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By Proposition 3, Core(Fq) 3_ FqH for all q ~ Q/~, and by Proposition 2, -Pq is realizable. 
Thus, Qe ~ QH. We wish to prove equality. Assume inductively that for given n, each 
state of Qc is n consistent as a singleton. For q ~ Qc and a E rq n A, there is some b ~ B 
such that (a, b) E Core(-Pq). By Theorem 4, M~.b)(q) = M~a.b)(q). Let q' be the unique 
state in this set. By Lemma 6, Core(-Pr (a, b)\Core(Fq) and by Lemma 1, 
a\Pl(Core(-P~) ) = Pl((a, b)\Core(-Pq)). Thus, U rMa(~) = a\r~ = a\Pl(Core(Fq) ) ~- 
Px(Core(-pr = rq..  Since q' e Qe, by our inductive assumption, it is n consistent as a 
singleton. Hence, for all a 'e  A, l~Ia,(q') is (n -  1) consistent. Thus, we see that 
l~a(q) is n consistent. Since a was chosen arbitrarily from rq (~ A, we see that {q} is 
(n + 1) consistent. However, q was chosen arbitrarily from Q~ so the inductive step is 
complete. For n = 0, the result is trivially true and by induction, each q E Qc is con- 
sistent as a singleton. Thus, Qc = Q#. 
To prove that M c ~ M ~/, assume first that q' ~ M~a.b~(q). By its definition, we have 
q, q, ~ Qe, and (a, b) ~ Core(-pq). Then, we have seen that r a, ---- (] I~M~(q) and since 
Qc = Q~/, by definition, we obtain q' ~ Mn,b,(q). Thus, M~.b,(q ) ~_ M~.b~(q). Assume 
second that M~a.o)(q) C: Z. We have (a, b)~_F'n and Core (-Pa)D_/'o n. Hence 
(a, b) ~ Core (-pq) so M~a,b)(q) = M(a.b)(q) ~_ M~.b)(q ). Hence M~a.b)(q) ---- M~.~,(q) for 
all q ~ Qe and (a, b) ~ A • B. This shows that Core(T) is the transducer obtained by 
use of Algorithm 2. 
This completes the discussion of Algorithm 2. It remains to justify the use of this 
algorithm to transform the transducer T into Core(T) before applying Algorithm 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let #- be a family of subsets of the state set Q of a determinate ransducer 
T which covers a family o,~ of realizable transductions. Then #- is a family of 
compatible sets on T which is complete for o,~ iff it is a family of compatible sets on Core(T) 
which is complete for the family Core(~)  consisting of all transductions Core(/') where 
-P E X'. 
Proof. We begin by showing that a set S is compatible on Ti f f  it is compatible on 
Core(T). Assume first that S is compatible on T. Then there is a determinate trans- 
duction -P which realizes every /'q for q ~ S. Hence /1 realizes Core(-pq) for every 
q ~ S, so, by Theorem 4, S is compatible on Core(T). Assume second that S is 
compatible on Core(T). Then there is a determinate transduction/" which realizes 
Core(Fq) for every q ~ S. Hence -P realizes each F~ so S is compatible on T. 
Now, we show that #- is complete for X" on T i f f  it is complete for Core(J~(') on 
Core(T). Clearly, i f#-  covers ~f" on Tthen it covers Core(~Yd) on Core (T). It remains to 
show that #- is closed on Tiff it is closed on Core(T). To show this we prove the identity 
that for all C ~ #-, Core((]q~c Core(F~)) = Core(N l"c). Since C ~ ~-  it is compatible, 
so there is a determinate transduction /1 such that -pq ~ -/1 for all q ~ C. Hence 
(] F c ~ F, so we see that Fq )> (] -pc for each q ~ C. Thus Core(/'q) > Core(~ Pc) 
for each q ~ C so (]q~c Core(Fq) ~ Core (~ -Pc). We therefore obtain Core((qq~c 
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Core(G)) > Core(n Fc). However, we have Core(F~) _C Fq, so ('l+~c Core(Fa) _C 0 Fc" 
Hence Core(nq~ c Core(-Pq)) _C Core((] Pc) and the identity follows. 
We recall that o~" is closed on T iff for each C ~ 5 and a e Pa(n Fc) n / t  there is 
some b e B and some C' e ~ such that (a, b) e Core(n Pc) and C' D_ M~a,b)(C ). To 
construct he corresponding statement that describes the condition that o~ be dosed 
on Core(T) we must make the following changes. 
(1) Replace "a e PI(O Fc) n A" by "a e Pl(('}a~c Core(Fq))." 
(2) Replace "(a, b) 6 Core(( ] / 'c )"  by "(a, b) E Core(Nq~ c Core(rq))." 
~ C "C  ~ '~ (3) Replace "C'D M(,.b)(C ) by "C 'D  Mid.b)().  
In the case of (1) the two sets are equal because P l (n  -Pc) = Pl (C~ -Pc)) = 
P~(Core(O~ c Core(/'~))) = P~(n~c Core(/'~)). In the case of (2), the two sets are 
equal by the identity of the previous paragraph. In the case of (3), the two sets are 
equal by Theorem 4. We thus see that the condition for closure of o ~- is the same on 
both T and Core(T). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
With Theorem 5 we have justified our assertion in Section IV that we may apply 
Algorithm 1 to Core(T) rather than to T if we wish to find families of compatible sets 
which are complete for some ~{'. I f  all transductions in ~g" are not known to be 
uniformly extendable this procedure will be necessary. 
VI.  ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS AND SUMMARY 
When a family 3U of transductions has a finite fulfillment, then we shall say that ~U 
is finite state. A sufficient condition for #U to be finite state is that it be regular. To see 
this we merely observe that when J,F is regular, then T(~Y(/) is finite. Hence any family ~" 
of compatible sets on T(JY') which is complete for ~ yields a finite fulfillment of J# 
by Lemma 5. We saw in Section IV that such a complete family always exists. For 
example, c~ is such a family, and so is c~:,. 
It is interesting to note, however, that there are cases in which ~/" is finite state 
but not regular. Practical specifications of this type may not have arisen because there 
has been no way of discussing them. 
We cite an example which we do not claim to have practical utility, but which will 
illustrate such a case. Take A = {0}, B = {0, 1} and oU = {/r'}, where F consists of 
all pairs (x,y)e (A • B)* such that every prefix of y contains more 0's than l's. 
Then T(Jd) is a transducer with an infinite state set Q which may be taken as 
corresponding to the integers {0, 1,...}. The transition function obeys the rule 
M(o.o)(i )={ i+ 1} for i=0 ,  1 .... and M(o.1)(i )={ i -  I} for i----2, 3,.... The 
determinate transduction consisting of all pairs of the form (0 ", 0 ") realizes F and is 
regular. Hence we see that {F} is finite state but not regular. 
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Whenever a family ~ is finite state, then the family 3r consisting of all projections 
r for F ~ ~g" must be regular, by the following argument. Let T -= (A • B, Q, M) be 
a finite fulfillment of of.  Then for each/ '  e J (  there is a q ~ Q such that/'q realizes F. 
Hence r = l'q. However, I'q is recognized by T at q so T recognizes ~r ~ Since T is 
finite, we see that 3r ~ is regular. 
Another problem which has not, so far, been mentioned concerns the case in which 
the transducer T, which is used to specify a family OF, is not determinate. Since 
Algorithm 1 and many of our theorems apply only to determinate transducers, this 
case appears untreatable by the present heory. However, there is no theoretical 
difficulty if T is indeterminate. It may always be replaced by the power transducer J" 
whose states are sets of states of T and in which the transition function {M(a.b)(S)} is 
used whenever S C Q and M(a,b)(S ) =/= 2~. This transducer must be determinate and 
recognize very transduction recognized by T. 
However, as a practical matter the power transducer J -  though finite may be too 
large to handle easily. Another approach is to replace T by another transducer T' 
which is determinate, has the same state set Q, but uses a larger output alphabet B' 
than the alphabet B used by T. Then if {ql ,..., qn} = M(a.~)(q) in T, we replace b by n 
letters b 1 ,..., b~ in B' and write {qi} = Mia.b,)(q) for each i = 1,..., n. I f  -P~' represents 
the transduction recognized by T' at q, then replacing each bi with b in f'q' gives f ' , .  
For each/" ~ OF there is a state q ~ Q such that/~q =/ ' .  There is a transduction/'a' 
recognized by T' at q for each such F ~ ~.  Letting S '  be the family of all such/'q', 
we see that J{" is recognized by T'. I f  Algorithm 1 is applied to T' and a fulfillment is 
found for ~ '  then removing the subscripts on the b's in this fulfillment gives a 
fulfillment for J{'. The disadvantage of this method lies in the fact that a minimum 
fulfillment for 9g" may not project o a minimum fulfillment for J~('. However, it may 
be the only practical technique to obtain a fulfillment of some sort, if T is not deter- 
minate. 
Both algorithms which we have discussed require tabulations involving subsets of 
the set of states of a transducer. In worst cases, therefore, they tend to grow expo- 
nentially with the number of states. A possible direction of future work is toward 
making these or alternative algorithms more efficient. 
It has already been noted that when T is productive Algorithm 2 is unnecessary. 
Future study may reveal other simplifying properties of this important special case. 
While the classical theory is still more specialized, there may be many theorems and 
techniques of the classical theory which remain applicable. 
Finally, it must be noted that we have not considered the most general type of 
incomplete specification. Basic to all our results is the assumption that the output y 
associated with any input x may be chosen independently of any other output y '  
associated with a different input x' except o the extent hat x and x' have a common 
prefix. Thus, when we say F ~ o,~ and that (x, y) and (x', y') are in F, the choice of one 
pair in our realization of/~ is independent of the other if y and y'  have as long a 
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common prefix as x and x'. A more general theory could be developed in which this 
restriction is removed. However, we feel that a person making this type of generaliza- 
tion is faced with the difficult decision of where to draw the line. In its most general 
form the incompletely specified machine problem appears to be merely the selection 
of one among a class of acceptable machines which are all completely specified. 
Therefore, it is no longer a problem in the mathematical sense. The assumption of 
independence of the choice of output which we have made is, we feel, natural from the 
standpoint of machine design and theory. 
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